
From: Adelina Bellisario
To: Adelina Bellisario
Subject: FW: [External] Follow up to Presentation at Committee of the Whole 01/18/2022
Date: January-21-22 12:25:28 PM

From: Chabad Jewish Centre of Woodbridge <jewishwoodbridge@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 21, 2022 12:17:18 PM
To: Linda Jackson <Linda.Jackson@vaughan.ca>
Cc: Rosanna DeFrancesca <Rosanna.DeFrancesca@vaughan.ca>; Nancy Tamburini
<Nancy.Tamburini@vaughan.ca>; Maurizio Bevilacqua <Maurizio.Bevilacqua@vaughan.ca>; Julia
Tullo <Julia.Tullo@vaughan.ca>; Todd Coles <Todd.Coles@vaughan.ca>; Gus Michaels
<Gus.Michaels@vaughan.ca>
Subject: [External] Follow up to Presentation at Committee of the Whole 01/18/2022

By grace of G-d 

Good afternoon Regional Councillor Mrs. Linda Jackson, 

Thank you for hosting me at the Committee council this week's Tuesday. Thank you and
other members of council for being a part of my presentation on behalf of the residents of
Woodbridge-Vaughan, and ultimately thank you for taking the motion and moving the item at
the Committee of the Whole.  

I understand that at this point in the process, staff are preparing a report.  Could you kindly
elaborate what this means?  Is there any other information needed from my end? 

Following my short presentation I listened to the comments made by the Mayor, by you and
by other members and I understood you need to work on this item - and I thank all of you
for the helpful remarks. At the same time, I would like to share my feedback as well and
have that be a part of the report. This way the request is clearer and complete.  

Ultimately, I'm here to consider locations and agreements where I could have a
consistent/dedicated space, will staff or yourself help with that?
I greatly appreciate a thorough explanation on the next steps.  Looking forward to your
assistance.  

Thank you very much again and may we all be successful in our mission "To Serve the
Residents. To be there for the Community" - as our honourable and beloved Mayor pointed
out so kindly at the beginning of the meeting. 

For now, have a great day and a wonderful weekend!

Rabbi Shalom Bakshi
Spiritual leader & Director
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